Objectives: Nonspeech psychophysical tests of spectral resolution, such as the spectral-ripple discrimination task, have been shown to correlate with speech-recognition performance in cochlear implant (CI) users. However, these tests are best suited for use in the research laboratory setting and are impractical for clinical use. A test of spectral resolution that is quicker and could more easily be implemented in the clinical setting has been developed. The objectives of this study were (1) To determine whether this new clinical ripple test would yield individual results equivalent to the longer, adaptive version of the ripple-discrimination test; (2) To evaluate test-retest reliability for the clinical ripple measure; and (3) To examine the relationship between clinical ripple performance and monosyllabic word recognition in quiet for a group of CI listeners.
INTRODUCTION
Performance with cochlear implants (CIs) has traditionally been assessed using standard speech-recognition tests. While these tasks require the ability to discriminate numerous spectral and temporal cues, they are also subject to cognitive and linguistic factors that are particularly susceptible to learning. Speech tests provide a good index of functional hearing ability with a CI over time; however, they might not be sensitive to more subtle differences in the ability to perceive spectral or temporal acoustic information when using different processing schemes or sound processor programs Donaldson et al. 2011) . Supin et al. (1994) argued that a single-point measure of spectral resolution could be beneficial clinically. They developed an adaptive discrimination task, which involves discriminating between a broadband noise containing alternating spectral peaks and valleys and another noise in which the frequency positions of the peaks and valleys have been reversed. Such an approach could rapidly evaluate spectral-resolution ability, a fundamental tenet of hearing ability in the tonotopically organized auditory system. Henry and Turner (2003) and Henry et al. (2005) built upon this concept with hearing-impaired and CI listeners. Their studies demonstrated a significant correlation between speech and spectral-ripple discrimination across normal hearing, hearingimpaired, and CI listeners. The adaptive spectral-ripple discrimination task has been shown to reflect spectral-resolution abilities (Won et al. 2011 b; Jones et al. 2013) . Spectral-ripple discrimination has also been shown to be sensitive to differences in signal processing (Berenstein et al. 2008; Drennan et al. 2010 ) and has been shown to correlate with speech understanding in CI users (Henry & Turner 2003; Henry et al. 2005; Won et al. 2007 Won et al. , 2010 ; Anderson et al. 2011) . A similar task, spectral-ripple detection (Bernstein & Green 1987; Eddins & Bero 2007) , has also been shown to correlate well with speech understanding in CI users (Litvak et al. 2007; Saoji et al. 2009; Spahr et al. 2011) . Anderson et al. (2012) has compared the two methods in CI listeners and provides some insight into some potential mechanistic differences between the tasks; however, it is clear that both measures provide a measure closely related to spectral resolution (Litvak et al. 2007; Won et al. 2011 b; Jones et al. 2013 ) and correlate significantly with individual speech understanding differences in CI users.
The spectral-ripple discrimination test was developed for laboratory research and would be impractical for use in a typical clinical setting because the test is relatively time-consuming, requiring approximately 25 minutes of testing time in its current form. A more efficient procedure for measuring spectral-ripple resolution could hold potential utility in the clinic. Spectral-ripple discrimination also has the advantage of providing an acute measure of hearing ability, which is less susceptible to acclimatization (Drennan et al. , 2011 . Acclimatization to speech in CI users creates a challenge in evaluating CI outcome, because it requires retesting after several months of experience. A rapid, single-point measure of spectral resolution might also prove useful in evaluating the spectral resolution afforded by different clinical maps, or in evaluating preoperative hearing ability, which could have clinical implications in treatment decisions (Moon et al. 2013; Noble et al. 2013; Shim et al. in press; Zhang et al. 2013) .
A clinical measure of spectral-ripple resolution that requires about 8 minutes to administer, including 6 minutes of test time plus a few minutes of instruction time, is reported here. Modeled after the Test of Basic Auditory Capabilities (Watson et al. 1982a (Watson et al. , 1982b Surprenant & Watson 2001) , the test uses a method of constant stimuli, yielding psychometric functions that describe performance across a wide range of spectral-ripple densities. The effective area under the psychometric curve is e93 estimated for each listener by calculating the proportion of correct responses across all tested ripple densities.
The present validation study compared performance by 28 CI recipients on the clinical ripple test with their performance on the original, adaptive spectral-ripple procedure (Henry et al. 2005; Won et al. 2007 ). The objectives were: (1) To determine whether the clinical ripple test would yield individual results equivalent to the longer, adaptive version of the ripple-discrimination test; (2) To evaluate test-retest reliability for the clinical ripple measure; and (3) To examine the relationship between clinical ripple performance and monosyllabic word recognition in quiet for the same CI listeners.
SUBJECTS AND MATERIALS

Subjects
Twenty-eight CI users participated in this study, including 10 Advanced Bionics, 1 Med El, and 17 Nucleus recipients. Subjects ranged in age from 23 to 82 years, with length of CI use ranging from 0.5 to 18 years. 
Stimuli
Spectral ripple stimuli for the longer adaptive ripple task were identical to those used by Won et al. (2007) . Rippled noise was generated by summing 200 random-phase pure tones, then shaping the noise with a full-wave rectified, sinusoidal spectral envelope to produce spectral ripples, or regular variations in amplitude on a log-frequency axis. The bandwidth of the stimuli was 100 to 5000 Hz. After constructing the ripples, stimuli were filtered to match the long-term speech spectrum (Byrne et al. 1994) . Ripple densities were produced for 14 log-spaced values (0.125, 0.176, 0.25, 0.354, 0.5, 0.707, 1.0, 1.414, 2.0, 2.828, 4.0, 5.657, 8.0, and 11 .314 ripples per octave, or rpo). A 30 dB modulation depth (peak-to-valley) was used. The stimuli were 500 msec in total duration, which included 150 msec onset/offset ramps and a 200 msec steady state portion, and were presented in the sound field at 61 dBA, with a random level rove of ± 4 dB to greatly reduce the potential for the use of overall level cues.
Spectral ripple stimuli for the clinical-ripple task were similar to those described earlier in the article, with three main differences. First, denser noise was produced by summing 2555 random-phase pure tones, to minimize potential variations in the ripple spectrum at high ripple densities. Second, the phase of the spectral-ripple envelope for the clinical-ripple task was randomized to prevent listeners from focusing on level changes at the stimulus edges. The phase of the standard stimuli within a trial was determined by the equation θ = x × (2π) radians, where x is a random number between 0 and 1; the phase of the corresponding inverted stimuli = θ stand + (π/2) radians. Third, ripple densities included 12, rather than 14, log-spaced values (0.125, 0.176, 0.25, 0.354, 0.5, 0.707, 1.0, 1.414, 2.0, 2.828, 4.0, and 
Procedure
Stimuli for nonspeech and speech tests were presented in the sound field by using custom MATLAB programs via a Macintosh G5 computer and Crown D45 amplifier, within a within a double-walled, Acoustic Systems sound-treated room. A single B&W DM303 speaker (B&W Loudspeakers of America, North Reading, MA) was located 1 m from the listener's seated position. The B&W DM303 speaker is a studio monitor with amplitude and phase responses exceeding American National Standards Institute standards for speech audiometry. Subjects used their own speech processors with their typical use settings. A threeinterval, three-alternative forced-choice task was used. On each trial, two standard and one inverted stimulus were presented, and the task was to select the interval that sounded different from the other two. No correct-response feedback or training trials were provided.
The adaptive ripple task used a two-up, one-down procedure, converging on 70.7% correct, to determine the ripple-discrimination threshold-the highest ripple density (in rpo) at which listeners were able to discriminate an inverted signal from two standard stimuli, identical to the inverted one except that the positions of spectral peaks and valleys were reversed (see Fig. 1 for a diagram of the ripple stimuli spectra). Six test runs were completed for each subject, and the average of the six individual thresholds was determined.
In the clinical ripple task, a method of constant stimuli procedure was used, with each ripple frequency represented on six trials that occurred in random order. Proportion correct (p[c]) for each of the ripple densities was calculated, and psychometric functions were produced. The p(c) across all ripple densities for each subject was calculated, representing a measure of the area under the psychometric function. Two separate experimental repetitions were completed on different dates, usually at least 1 week apart. One subject, S4, completed both experimental repetitions on the same day, separated by several hours, because the distance the subject lived from the laboratory precluded a separate second visit. Another subject, S98, withdrew from the study after completing just the first experimental administration of clinical ripple.
Word Recognition
Subjects were assessed on monosyllabic word recognition by using consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) word lists (Peterson & Lehiste 1962) , spoken by one male talker and presented in quiet in the sound field from the same single speaker as the spectral-ripple stimuli. The words were presented at 62 dBA. Subjects used their own speech processors at typical use settings; programs optimized for noise reduction were not used. Subjects verbally repeated each word presented; their responses were recorded by one of the experimenters, sitting outside the booth and listening via an intercom. Results were scored in terms of percent words and percent phonemes correct; these scores were later transformed to rationalized arcsine units for analysis.
RESULTS
Clinical Ripple Versus Adaptive Ripple
Adaptive-ripple discrimination results are reported as ripplediscrimination thresholds, in rpo. The average ripple-discrimination threshold across subjects was 2.60 rpo, with a range of 0.63 to 7.03 rpo. This represents somewhat better performance than results in previous studies; Anderson et al. (2011) reported average ripple-discrimination performance of 1.68 rpo, with a range of 0.41 to 4.27, and Won et al. (2007) reported an average of 1.73 rpo, with a range of 0.6 to 4.87 rpo.
Clinical ripple results were quantified for each subject as average proportion correct performance, p(c), across all ripple densities. The clinical ripple p(c) across all ripple densities and subjects was 0.78 (i.e., 78% correct), with a range of 0.57 to 0.96 and a normal distribution. Figure 2 displays adaptive ripple-discrimination thresholds as a function of clinical-ripple scores for all subjects: panel A includes clinical-ripple scores for the first test repetition only; panel B shows the average of two test repetitions. Linear regression analysis of the data revealed significant correlations between the adaptive and clinical ripple tests: r = 0.79, p < 0.001 for the first repetition only, and r = 0.82, p < 0.001 for the average of two clinical-ripple repetitions. Because the adaptive ripple data did not meet the statistical criterion for normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk statistic = 0.90, p = 0.01), a nonparametric procedure, the Spearman's rank order correlation coefficient, was also calculated. The results did not change; the Spearman's rho revealed a statistically significant relationship between adaptive-and clinicalripple tests: ρ = 0.817, p < 0.001 for the first repetition only, and ρ = 0.882, p < 0.001 for the average of two clinical-ripple repetitions.
Test-Retest Reliability
The test-retest reliability of the clinical-ripple test, evaluated by comparing performance obtained at two different test sessions, was high (r = 0.90, p < 0.0001). A comparison of the two repeated measures is displayed in Figure 3 with p(c) for the first repetition represented on the abscissa, and for the second repetition on the ordinate. Data for 27 subjects are included and are plotted against a diagonal line projecting perfect correspondence between the two measures.
The average change in performance from the first repetition of the clinical-ripple test to the second was −0.58%, which was not statistically different from 0. The standard deviation of the test-retest difference scores was 4.2%. Figure 4 shows the distribution of difference scores with a best-fit normal curve. The distribution was not significantly different from normal. The 95% confidence interval for a single run in a single patient is about two times the standard deviation or 8.4%. On the basis of these data, there is less than a 1-in-20 probability that a difference of more than 8.4% would occur by chance. Thus, if a single patient were tested in two conditions and the difference in the clinical spectral-ripple discrimination score was greater than 8.4%, the difference could be considered to be statistically significant. 
Relationship Between Clinical Ripple and Word Recognition
Performance on CNC word recognition was relatively good within this group of CI listeners and well distributed. Average percent correct was 68.85, with a range of 12 to 100%. For comparison, the group mean for CNC monosyllabic word recognition for 115 unilateral CI users reported by Gifford et al. (2008) was 55.7%. Drennan et al. (2010) reported mean performance of approximately 70% for 10 Advanced Bionics implant users. The average score converted to rationalized arcsine units was 69.66. Average percent phonemes correct was 82.67.
Linear regression analysis, comparing clinical ripple results with CNC word-recognition scores, indicated a significant correlation: r = 0.70, p < 0.001 for the first experimental repetition only (Fig. 5A) , and r = 0.76, p < 0.001 for the average of two repetitions (Fig. 5B ). This corresponds to 49% and 58%, respectively, of the variance in word recognition accounted for using the clinical-ripple test.
The corresponding linear relationship between adaptive-ripple thresholds and word recognition was similar: r = 0.66, corresponding to 44% of variance accounted for. However, when a logarithmic function (best fit, in a least-squares sense) was used, the proportion of word-recognition variance accounted for by adaptive-ripple thresholds rose to 54% (r = 0.73; Fig. 6 ). It appears that there is a level of adaptive spectral-ripple performance, ~3 rpo, beyond which it provides little additional benefit to CNC performance.
DISCUSSION
This work demonstrates that the clinical spectral ripple discrimination test is viable for clinical use because it can be implemented reliably and rapidly. Furthermore, this study demonstrates that the clinical spectral ripple discrimination test correlates well with the more time-consuming adaptive spectral ripple discrimination procedure, which has been shown to correlate well with speech-and music-perception measures (Henry et al. 2005; Won et al. 2007 Won et al. , 2010 Drennan & Rubinstein 2008) . This measure has also been proven to reflect spectral-resolution abilities in CI users (Won et al. 2011 b; Jones et al. 2013) . Most importantly, the clinical ripple discrimination test scores correlate significantly with open-set word recognition in quiet. Demonstration of the correlation of the measure with a clinically important measure is the first and primary step in establishing spectral ripple discrimination as a viable surrogate outcome measure for evaluating hearing ability.
Surrogate measures are used to evaluate clinical outcome when comparing treatment approaches and are intended to reflect the most important clinical endpoint, namely how well a patient feels, functions, and survives (Fleming & Powers 2012) . A good, validated surrogate clearly demonstrates the clinical efficacy of a treatment. Speech recognition is regarded as a good surrogate for hearing loss treatments. In this study, a correlation was observed between CNC word recognition and spectral ripple discrimination in CI users; however, "A correlate does not a surrogate make" (Fleming & DeMets 1996) . While it might be reasonably expected that an improvement in spectral resolution would reflect improvement in true clinical outcome, spectral ripple discrimination has only been established as a correlate with another established surrogate, speech perception. Further work must be done to determine whether treatment-based improvements in spectral ripple discrimination coincide with improved speech recognition or with improved clinical outcome. As a correlate, a rapid spectral resolution test could be used clinically as a diagnostic tool. It would not be required necessarily that the measure be a fully validated surrogate for evaluating treatment effects if the test is used for diagnostic purposes. For example, such a tool could be used preoperatively, to help determine CI candidacy (Moon et al. 2013; Shim et al. in press) . A similar spectral resolution test, spectral ripple detection, has been shown to predict which ear is most likely to benefit from amplification (Zhang et al. 2013) . Thus, such a test might be used to help determine which ear to implant. Furthermore, the clinical spectral ripple discrimination test could be most valuable when speech testing is not possible. The test has the advantage of being nonlinguistic, so could be useful for subjects who speak any language, or it could be used in children (Jung et al. 2012) , or, with modified techniques, for young children, such as observer-based approaches (Dasika et al. 2009) or electrophysiological approaches . Given the extended preoperative assessment commonly required in children and its subjective nature in some cases, use of validated nonlinguistic tests could potentially save significant time and improve objectivity.
While the present results show a correlation with CNC word recognition (r = 0.7), the power of the clinical ripple test to predict speech perception might be limited in the mid range of 70 to 75% correct on the ripple test (see Fig. 5 ). This mid-range variance might be partially the result of random outliers, that is, a sampling effect, or it might reflect that some factor other than spectral resolution is contributing to speech-understanding ability in quiet. Temporal resolution is a plausible candidate. For example, Won et al. (2011a) showed that both adaptive temporal modulation detection and adaptive spectral ripple discrimination thresholds correlate with CNC word-recognition scores in quiet, but that the two tests did not correlate with each other. Using a two-parameter model, the authors showed that combined, the tests correlate more highly with CNC word scores than the best correlate alone. A clinical assessment of temporal modulation ability used in combination with the spectral ripple test, or a nonlinguistic test that combines both spectral and temporal abilities, might reduce the mid-range variance.
It is important to note that while the present results show a significant correlation between scores from the clinical ripple test and CNC word scores, they do not actually evaluate how well clinical ripple performance predicts CNC word performance, because this is a single random sample. The results generate a plausible hypothesis that this clinical spectral ripple discrimination task could predict speech performance well, but to evaluate the clinical spectral ripple discrimination task as a predictor, the present results should be used as a model to predict performance in another cohort.
In summary, a clinical measure of spectral ripple discrimination has been developed, and the results of the present study suggest that it is a reliable and valid measure, giving results consistent with those obtained using the lengthier adaptive version of the test. The test has potential for estimating spectral resolution in an efficient manner in clinical settings.
